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Exchange Economies and Loss Exposure: Experiments
Exploring Prospect Theory and Competitive Equilibria
in Market Environments
By MIKHAIL MYAGKOV AND CHARLES R. PLOrr*
Exchange economies were created in which individualsfaced losses. If people
are risk seeking in the losses, as predicted by prospect theory, then due to the
nonconvexity, the competitive equilibria are all on the boundaries of the
Edgeworth Box. The experimental results are that risk-seeking behavior is observed in many people and appears in markets as predicted. In addition, market
behavior is consistent with answers to hypothetical questionnaires. Contrary to
prospect theory, risk seeking seems to diminish with experience; preferences in
the market setting are not labile; and risk-seekingpreferences are not simply a
result offraming effects. (JEL C91, C92, D50, D80)
Recent years have found attempts to integrate ideas from a psychology research tradition with ideas from economics. The integration
is difficult because the purposes of the two scientific enterprisesdiffer and the methodologies
differ. Nevertheless, the lessons from one approach can sometimes find applications in the
other. This paper is an attempt to accomplish
such an intellectual arbitrageby merging experimentalmethods from economics with theory suggested by psychology.
The central focus of the experiments reported below is a psychological theory, called
prospect theory (Daniel Kahnemanand Amos
Tversky, 1979), which has received substantial attention in the decision literature (Colin
Camerer, 1995). The substance of prospect
theory is the process of individual decision* Myagkov: Departmentof
Political Science, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403; Plott: Division of
the Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute
of Technology, M/C 228-77, Pasadena,California91125.
The research funding of the National Science Foundation
is gratefully acknowledged, as is the support by the Caltech Laboratoryfor ExperimentalEconomics and Political
Science. The authorswish to thank Donald Brown, whose
insights lead to the designing of these experiments. In addition, the authorwishes to thankColin Camerer,Timothy
Cason, David Grether,Daniel Kahneman,RichardThaler,
and Amos Tversky for their comments on this, and many
closely related subjects.

making as opposed to market activity and
price formation typical of economics. For the
most part,economists have not been interested
in the process of individual decisions. Instead,
economics has proceeded on the assumption
that the consequences of the individual
decision-making process, whatever they might
be, will become manifest in the form of an
individual preference relation. Thus, individual choices will be reflections of the attitudes
that are summarized by the concept of a
preference.
The individual in economics is capturedby
a preference relation over states of the world.
By contrast, the individual in psychology is a
complex of processes that might be subject to
any number of influences that are sometimes
summarizedby a concept of framing. Consistency such as transitivitydoes not follow from
psychological theory. Individuals can order
things if asked to do so, but the orderingis labile and may bear no relationshipto choices. In
fact, it is not even clear if the concept of a preference is relevant from the point of view of
prospect theory. Tversky et al. (1988 p. 383)
put the issue well-"If
different elicitation
procedures produce different orderings of options, how can preferences and values be defined? And in what sense do they exist?" In
summary, the substance of researchfrom psychology is that preferencesare labile (Tversky
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and Kahneman, 1986, 1981), because the process used by individuals to make decisions is
subject to subtle framing effects. Thus, while
the processes used by individuals may be stable, the existence of a summarizingcharacteristic of an individual such as a relatively stable
or unchanging(nonlabile) preferenceis denied.
The apparent differences between the psychological view of the individual and the economic view of the individual seem to emerge
from three sources. First, prospect theory is
about a process of decision-making and not
necessarily about a preference that exists as
some stable or constant property of an individual. The principles of the psychological
model address the nature of the steps that occur when a process of decision is evoked. Second, the theory addresses one-time decisions
as opposed to repeated decisions or perhaps
even "'substantially considered" decisions
that might take place in markets. Third, the
sources of data are questionnaires and interviews as opposed to the market choices that
are typical of data in economics. Furthermore,
the purpose of the questionnairesis not to measure some property of an individual (such as
the slope of an indifference curve) as would
be the case in economics; the purpose is to
demonstrate properties of a decision-making
process that might produce substantially different decisions under slightly altered conditions. Thus, a tension between the two
disciplines can easily result from a lack of realization that they are focused on different aspects of behavior and different sources of data.
The purpose of the research reportedhere is
to ask if prospect theory and the methods used
to support it can be employed to produce a
model that captures data in a purely economic
context. The research cannot be viewed as a
test of prospect theory as developed by psychologists because it is being applied to a context and in a manner that differs substantially
from what the originators of the theory intended. The differences are so dramaticthat it
might be more appropriateto refer to the theory that is to be applied here as "extended
prospect theory," ratherthan prospect theory,
in order to emphasize that the liberties taken
with the theory reside entirely with the present
authorsand not with the psychologists that are
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proponents of the theory.' The "extended
prospect theory" is a theory of preferences, as
opposed to prospect theory, which is a theory
of decision-making process.
Exchange economies were created in which
only losses can occur. If the principles of prospect theory are assumed to dictate properties
of a stable individual preference, as opposed
to a property of the process used to make decisions, then the (extended and modified) theory has definite consequences for what should
be observed. More precisely, prospect theory
implies concavity of indifference curves in the
loss domain as opposed to the usual convexity
assumption of economics. With the usual convexity assumptions violated, the competitive
equilibria in an exchange economy have distinct properties if the equilibria exist. The research reported here investigates whether or
not those properties are observed.
The first section of the paper outlines relevant aspects of extended prospect theory and
the questions to be posed by the research.The
second section details the experimental environments. The third section specifies the models that are needed to producepredictionsabout
market behavior. The fourth section contains
the results. The fifth section contains the results
of some special experiments that were conducted to check the theoretical coherence (or
robustness) of the results reportedin the body
of the text. These experiments help eliminate
some obvious alternativehypotheses thatmight
be used to explain the patternof observed results. The final section summarizes and concludes the paper. The Appendices contain

'Several involved e-mail conversations serve to emphasize that the psychologists claim that the theory, as
they use it, makes no clear predications under the conditions of the experiments reportedin this paper. Examples
of a lack of consensus is revealed by the following objections to the application of prospect theory to the markets
studied here. ( 1 ) The incentives are such that subjectsparticipate to earn money so all lotteries could be viewed as
gains and no asymmetries in behavior would be observed.
(2) Prospect theory is a theory of choice and not a theory
of exchange. Exchange involves a proceduralinvariance
that is not part of prospect theory. (3) The exchange environment is complex and with each trade a different reference point can be established. Prospect theory has yet to
deal with the problem of multiple reference points.
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experimental instructions and the statements
and proofs of theorems used in the theory.
I. ResearchQuestions
A fundamental difference exists between
prospect theory and the traditional expected
utility hypothesis, as found in economics. The
expected utility hypothesis rests on the proposition that choices are made as if there exists
a preference relation over lotteries over final
states. It is as if the final outcome is the source
of value and, in turn, the choices reflect a process of optimization modulatedby attitudestoward risk. By contrast, prospect theory does
not proceed on the presumption that a preference exists for final states. Individualdecisions
reflect optimization based on values but these
values rest upon changes of states from some
reference point, which for purposes of discussion could be viewed as a status quo. Furthermore, the value function is postulated to have
a very distinct shape.
Briefly put, prospect theory rests on four
axioms.
(i) Decision utilities. Decisions reflect a
maximization based upon decision
utilities.
(ii) Reference dependence. The carriers of
decision utilities are changes in states
(prospects) as opposed to outcomes or
final states. These changes are relative
to some outcome called the reference
point.
(iii) Loss aversion. The decision utility function is steeper in the losses than in the
gains. That is, the negative of a given
movement in the loss direction from the
reference point outweighs a positive of
an equal movement in the gain direction.
(iv) Diminishing sensitivity. The decision
utility function is convex in the loss domain and concave in the gain domain.
Prospect theory is an alternative to the
expected utility hypothesis as a descriptive
theory of decisions, but it has not been systematically applied to market environments. By
implication, since the expected utility hypothesis is routinely used in economics, prospect
theory might serve as an alternativefoundation
for marketmodels. Exactly how one might ap-
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ply the theory is not clear since the concept of
a reference point in a rapidly moving market
situation is itself not clear, and to date there is
no substantial evidence that prospect theory,
as articulated by psychologists, is applicable
to markets. However, the literature contains
reports (Tversky and Kahneman, 1986;
Kahneman et al., 1990; Kahneman and
Tversky, 1991 ) that traces of phenomena predicted by the theory have been detected.
The approachtaken in this researchis to create a market in which only "losses" can be
realized and to study the resulting marketbehavior. Subjects were paid a flat amount of
money ($60) in cash before the experiment
began, which they kept during the course of
the experiment. Once in the experiment they
could only lose. Literally, subjects paid money
to the experimenter. The amount of loss depended upon the decisions they made to buy
and to sell lotteries, which were the functional
equivalent of insurance.
Each individual was given an initial endowment of units of lottery (insurance) which
could be sold for cash. Or, if the individual
wished (s)he could use cash to buy units of
lottery (insurance) from other individuals.The
setting was that of an exchange economy to
which a standardcompetitive model might be
applied. If individualswere risk averse then the
indifference curves would take the usual convex properties and the competitive equilibria
would necessarilybe of one class. If individuals
were risk seeking then the indifference curves
would take a concave property and the competitive equilibriawould have a boundaryproperty of a differentclass. Intuitively speaking,if
the indifference curves of the Edgeworth Box
are convex then the competitive equilibriatend
to have an interiorproperty,and if the indifference curves are concave then the competitive
equilibriatend to take a boundaryproperty.The
following sections of the paper make these
propertiesprecise.
A day or two prior to the experiment,
subjects were given a classroom questionnaire
to complete. This questionnaire contained
choices between lotteries similar to those that
were used in Kahneman and Tversky (1979)
to demonstratea risk-seeking propensityin the
loss domain. Thus, a measurement similar to
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the ones used by psychologists was taken. The
purpose was to compare behavior as revealed
in the questionnairewith behavior revealed in
the markets.
The following four general questions are
posed for research.
( l ) Is there any consistent equilibrationbehavior observed within and across experimental markets? Unlike many previous market
studies, the preferences explored in the experiments reportedhere have not been induced. If
the reference point changes depending upon
the context of the decision, then preferences
might exhibit labile propertiesand, as a result,
the markets might be erratic.
(2) Can market adjustments be associated
with the equilibrium predications of the competitive model? As will be discussed later, the
competitive model contains reasonablyprecise
predictions about market behavior. However,
there are very few studies in which the underlying parameters might not be convex. How
the markets might behave under such circumstances is a question of general interest.
(3) If patternsof equilibrationareobserved
do they imply the existence of risk-aversepeople, do they imply the existence of risk-seeking
people, or do they imply the existence of both?
The standardmodel typically assumesthatpeople will be risk averse while a reasonableapplication of prospecttheorywould producepeople
thatare risk seeking. Is risk seeking in the losses
a propertyof individualpreferences?Such a discovery would be of special interestbecause subjects in market experiments are generally
observed exhibiting risk-avoiding behavior
(sealed bid experimentsand speculationexperiments are typical).
(4) Is there any relationship between answers to the questionnaires and the behavior
exhibited in the markets? Do the questionnaires produce measurements that predict behavior in the context of operatingmarkets?Do
questionnaires capture a property of an individual as opposed to a process of decision?
Psychologists typically do not view the questionnaire as measuring a property of an individual and instead view it as a demonstration
of the operationof certain aspects of a decision
process. Economists are typically skeptical of
any methodology in which questionnaires are
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used, so the question is of relevance along at
least two dimensions.
II. ExperimentalEnvironment,Design,
and Procedures
A total of ten experiments were conducted.
The firstnine of them (as summarizedin Table
1) were held under identical economic and incentive environments. Experiments are indexed by the date of the experiment. The tenth
one was a "control" experimentconducted on
0516. Its purpose and design will be discussed
in Section V of this paper. Until then we discuss only the first nine experiments. Each experiment involved six to ten subjects. Subjects
for some expenrmentswere recruitedfrom the
California Institute of Technology and the experiments were conducted at the Caltech Laboratory for Experimental Economics and
Political Science. Other subjects were recruited from classes at the University of
Southern California and the experiments were
conducted at the USC ExperimentalEconomics Laboratory.
Subjects participatedin one or two identical
experiments. In all but 0324 and 0509 experiments, the subjects were first-time participants. We call them "inexperienced subjects"
(see Table 1). All of the subjects who were
used in 0324 and 0509 experiments were
second-time participants ("experienced subjects" ) recruitedfrom subject pools of one of
the previous experiments with the first-time
participants.None of the subjects had experience in experiments prior to the experiments
reportedhere.
The economic and incentive environments
were as follows. Subjects were given $60 before the beginning of the experiment (they
were handed the money in cash).2 They were
2The instructions say: "For your agreement to participate you will be paid $60." This was handed to them in
cash. Then subjects were informed that participationinvolved the possibility of losing a portion of their money.
The experiment was designed in such a way that no one
could lose more than the $60 that they had in their hand.
No one could sell more than the inventory they had and
no one could spend more than the cash on hand that they
were allocated. The parameterschosen guaranteelimitation on possible losses.
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TABLE 1-TRANSACTION
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PRICES (WITH STANDARD DEVIATIONS) AND TOTAL NET VOLUMES

Experiment
Date

0228

0316

0317

0324

0428

0501

0502

0505

0509

Location

USC

USC

USC

USC

CIT

CIT

CIT

CIT

CIT

Experience

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Period #

Average transactionprices (standarddeviations)

0

50.35
(48.4)

1

51.44
(26.6)

21.97
(5.61)

43.54
(7.74)

34.49
(6.77)

2

64.12
(15.7)

24.05
(7.48)

43.18
(7.09)

3

56.14
(15.8)

26.34
(10.9)

4

43.33
(11.4)

24.17
(10.3)

5
6

23.29
(15.9)

33.01
(19.5)

32.82
(18.3)

38.19
(14.3)

55.21
(10.1)

41.15
(17.1)

98.18
(59.4)

48.85
(3.51)

47.53
(4.21)

51.45
(6.31)

44.53
(8.16)

49.54
(4.81)

42.91
(3.38)

39.33
(29.2)

48.17
(1.21)

51.85
(4.28)

49.41
(2.34)

48.81
(6.90)

41.98
(7.53)

44.21
(4.75)

39.48
(9.44)

48.37
(5.64)

50.57
(1.01)

48.18
(3.38)

46.90
(3.43)

44.83
(3.48)

41.27
(9.46)

49.15
(0.73)

51.20
(0.77)

49.20
(5.14)

45.70
(1.59)

40.77
(2.04)

42.75
(9.2)

45.12
(3.81)

43.69
(2.36)

48.41
(5.23)

49.65
(1.25)

49.63
(1.10)

44.24
(0.83)

41.58
(2.28)

39.61
(9.5)

48.36
(1.31)

44.88
(3.92)

49.04
(1.05)

50.67
(0.93)

49.84
(1.23)

46.92
(1.27)

41.51
(1.19)

50.42
(0.64)

49.17
(0.46)

47.57
(0.94)

42.47
(1.36)

7

-

46.03
(1.73)

8

-

47.37
(0.72)

-

-

-

--

43.35
(10.3)

47.18
(0.73)

Competitive equilibrium predictions about total net volumes
100

100

100

34
48
67
38
54
26
42

66
46
52
32
34

81
62
67
64
62
60
56

100

80

100

80

60

100

54
67
101
54
62
67
76
78

38
42
55
71
70
53
60
73

28
23
48
23
50
43
40
40
40

42
87
95
80
90
88
93
83

Actual total net volumes
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-

-

54
60
58
55
55
48
51
52
50

60
52
37
54
55
60
55

-

Note: Boldface denotes practice periods.

told that the money was theirs but as a result
of the experiment they could lose some of it.
They were told that the amount of the loss
would depend upon the decisions they would
make during the market and on the outcome

of a roll of dice. The word "loss" was used
in the instructions in much the same way as it
is used in these paragraphs.
In the economic environment there were
two goods that could be traded.Each individual
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was given an initial endowment of variable M
and X. M is the notation of the numeraire(instructively, M stands for money). The initial
endowment of M was mo = 1000 and m is the
quantity of M held at the end of a period. X is
the notation of the commodity (intuitively, X
stands for lottery). The initial endowment of
X was xo = 20 units and x equals the quantity
of X held at the end of a period. Each subject
was told that (s)he faced two possible losses:
Loss A and Loss B. That is, Total Loss = Loss
A + Loss B. The final loss exposure for a period of trading was
Loss A

=

Loss B

($20 - (1 / 100) m) and
(O0{Prob1/2} or $40
-

x{Prob 1/2}).

As can be seen, the variable M is literally
money embedded in a loss framework and the
variable X is a quantity of insurance. The expected value of Loss B offset from a one-unit
increase in X is $0.50. Since the value of one
unit of M is $0.01, the trade-off that leaves
total expected loss unchanged is 50 units of M
for one unit of X. That is, the risk-neutralprice
of X should be $0.50.
In order to keep the losses as losses, the
amounts A and B were constrainedto be nonnegative. Therefore, subject's marginal utilities became zero beyond final holdings 40
units of X and beyond 2000 units of M.
Subjects were trained to participate in a
multiple-unit double auction (MUDA) as implemented through a computerized market.
Standard training procedures were followed.
The variableM as defined appearedas cash on
hand and X was inventory.
Subjects in USC participatedin three (and
one in Caltech) practice market periods without payoff or exposure. These were used to test
and train subjects about the accounting and
how the markets functioned. The practice periods were followed by real periods in which
the outcomes or final holdings (m and x) represented actual loss exposures. Each period the
endowments were reset to the initial levels and
no carryoverswere allowed. At the end of sev-
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eral real periods one period was chosen at random (one of the subjects rolled dice), and the
lotteries that resulted from the trading during
that period were actually played (once again a
subject rolled the dice.). The losses were collected from the subjects and they were allowed
to go.3
The instructions and accounting forms are
included in Appendix A. Subjects first read
the instructionsand then were asked to answer
the questions in an exercise that in essence
tested their understandingof the content of the
instructions. After the first two experiments a
subject selection procedurewas implemented.
More subjects were recruited than were
necessary-typically four or five extras. The
first ten subjects who correctly answered all
questions were allowed to participate. All
other subjects were paid $5 and were dismissed. This procedurewas introducedto save
time in the administration of the experiment
and thereby have the opportunity to conduct
more periods.
A questionnaire was administered to the
entire classes from which subjects were later
recruited. No reference to the questionnaire
was made during the experiment or was it
associated with the experiment in any other
way. The questions themselves include the relevant questions from Kahneman and Tversky
(1979). They are of the form:
"What would you choose: to lose $50 for sure
or $100 with probability = 1/2?"
"What would you choose: to win $200 for
sure or $400 with probability = 1/2?"
An individual that prefers a lottery to the
expected values of the lottery is exhibiting
risk-seeking type of answers. The stylized fact
that has emerged from the Kahneman and
Tversky research is that people are risk seeking in the losses. The data in support of this

' Under conditions of the expected utility hypothesis,
this compound lottery has no influence on behavior. The
implications of such a compound lottery for various forms
of prospect theory or even extended prospect theory are
only a matter of speculation at this time. The hypothesis
maintainedthroughoutthe analysis in this paperis that the
compound lottery does not influence the revealed preference for the lotteries at each period.
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stylized fact are almost exclusively answers to
questionnaires.
III. Model
The model that will be used to guide the
analysis will be the general competitive equilibrium for an exchange economy. However,
the use of the model will be a step beyond the
usual applications in experimental markets.
With the traditional use, preferences are induced and thereforeknown, and the reliability
of the theory is tested. In the application at
hand the preferences are not known, the reliability of the theory is assumed, and the observed market behavior is used to determine
the nature of the preferences that must have
existed in the experiment.
It is well known that that the general competitive equilibrium model is reasonably accurate under conditions in which preferences
are induced and, thus, can be assumed to be
known and fixed (Charles N. Noussair et al.,
1995; Peng Lian and Plott, 1998). Furthermore, it is known that the predictions of the
model are also accurateunder preference conditions that produce market instability (Plott
and Glen George, 1992). Thus, the analysis at
hand will rest on a general assumption that,
regardless of the preferences that may be present in the economies, the marketwill seek the
competitive equilibrium as long as one exists.
Of course, under the conditions of the experiments reported here, the preferences are not
known and, according to the psychology literature,might not be fixed, or might not even
exist. However, the key feature of extended
prospect theory considered in this research is
that preferences will exist and are of a form
that can cause market instability in the sense
that individuals will want to move towards a
"boundary" of an opportunity set. The analysis will address the nature of equilibrium in
cases in which different numbers of individuals might be risk averse (RA), risk seeking
(RS) and risk neutral (RN).
The first proposition to be established is the
relationships among assumptions about riskseeking propensities, risk aversion, and the
shapes of indifference curves. From the point
of view of the model, the individual must
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choose a combination of two commodities, M
and X. Preferences over these two commodities reflect the fact that different combinations
determine different lotteries over monetary
losses. The individual is assumed to be an expected utility maximizer over lotteries, but the
indifference curves for m and x (the final holdings of M and X, respectively) will differ according to the individual's attitude toward
risk.
The outcome for an individual is Loss A
plus Loss B. Loss A is a loss for sure and Loss
B occurs with a 0.5 probability. Thus, the Total Loss can be recombined into a choice of
lotteries dictated by a choice of x and m, and
are of the form: 0.5 probabilityof either loss =
{$(20 - m/100} or loss = {$(60 - m/100 x) }. Thus, the expected value of the loss is
E(loss) = 40 - m/100 - 0.5x. Notice that
E(loss)' = 0.5, where Fy denotes the derivative of the function F( ) with respect to the
variabley. In other words, in the range of 0 m - 2000, 0 ? x ? 40, the expected loss reduction of a unit increase in x is $0.50. That
is, the actuariallyfair marketprice of a unit of
X is 50 units of M.
Three general backgroundassumptions will
be used throughout:
(a) The commodity space is two dimensional as characterizedby the variables M and
X, which characterizeexposure to lotteries of
monetary losses or changes in wealth from
some current value of w. The importantpart
of the commodity space is where M and X take
the respective values 0 _ m _ 2000, 0 _
x _ 40, but individual choices are not restricted to these intervals, other than quantities
meet the nonnegativity conditions.
(b) An individual's preferences over lotteries are as if the individual wished to
maximize the expected value of a (twice differentiable) utility function of money.
(c) The relevant reference point for purposes of application of prospect theory is w,
the wealth of the individual before making lottery choices.
Assumptions (a) and (b) can be summarized by an assumption that the individuals
choose m and x to maximize EU(w, m, x) =
0.5U(w, w + m/100 - 20) + 0.5U(w, w +
m/ 100 + x - 60). The analysis will suppress
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w since it assumed to be the same throughout
the experiment.4
Figure 1 can be used to illustrate the fundamental implications of expended prospect
theory within the environment of the experimental markets. That is, the outcomes involve
losses as defined above and the initial endowments are (mo, xo) = ( 1000, 20). All properties used are proved in Proposition B 1, which
appears in Appendix B.
If individuals are risk averse the indifference curves would be as shown in the upper
panel of the figure. At a price of 50 or below,
a risk-averse individual (RA) would spend all
M on X. Intuitively, if the price of insurance
is lower than (or equal to) 50, then the expected value of the loss is lower than (or equal
to) a fair bet and a risk-averse individual
would prefer to spend the money to avoid the
exposure to risk, until fully insured. In other
words, all RA individuals would be willing to
buy as much insurance as is possible up to 20
units (point D). After 20 units, the individual
is perfectly insured and additional units have
no value, as shown by the horizontal indifference curves. As the price goes higher than 50,
the RA individual's demand would fall continuously (point E). At some point, if the price
gets sufficiently high, the RA individual might
even start selling X (the insurance). The vertical parts of the indifference curves indicate
that above 2000 additional M has no value
since the loss for certain is completely offset.
Thus, the excess demand functions of RA individuals are exactly 20 at prices at or below
50, but at prices above 50 the excess demands
continuously drop and eventually would become excess supplies.
The lower part of Figure 1 contains indifference curves for a risk-seeking individual
(RS). The fact of concavity of indifference
curves as a consequence of convexity of the
utility function is demonstratedby Proposition
B 1 (see Appendix B). The initial endowments
are (mo, xo) = (1000, 20) and the maximum
amount of X the individual would want to hold

4 Ordinarily, applications of the expected utility hypothesis would assume that the function was of the form
U(w + Aw).
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is 40 and the maximum M is 2000. Beyond
these limits the individual is fully insured, as
shown by the horizontal (vertical) indifference curves. At any price of X of 50 or above,
the RS individual will always be on the seller
side of the market. The individual would sell
X, insurance, and move to the points at a level
of 2000 M. At a price slightly below 50, the
RS would continue doing this. However, there
is a sufficiently low price at which a RS individual is indifferent between buying and selling 20 units. In other words, the individual is
indifferentbetween points B and B '. At a price
below this critical value the RS individual will
only demand 20 units of X. The insurance is
so cheap that the RS would preferto buy rather
than sell. Thus the resulting demand function
of a RS individual must be discontinuous. An
important thing to notice is that under any
price below (or equal to) 50, a RS always
wants to have final holdings at the boundaries
(of the positive marginalutility ranges). Thus,
the excess demand function would jump by 40
units as the individual switches from a position
of selling 20 units to a position of buying 20
units.
Risk-neutral individuals (RN) will buy 20
units at any price below 50 and sell units at
any price above 50. At a price of 50 they are
indifferent between buying and selling (up to
the 20 units). Thus, the RN have excess demand similar to the RA at prices below 50 and
similar to RS at prices above 50.
With the propertiesof individual excess demand functions established, the analysis can
focus on the propertiesof equilibriumthat can
emerge from an exchange economy. Proposition B2 (see Appendix B) establishes the important results that in an exchange economy
with the conditions of the experimental environment and with an even number of individuals: (i) a competitive equilibriumnecessarily
exists; (ii) if the price is above 50 then the
number of risk-averse (RA) plus the number
of risk-neutral(RN) is at least as large as the
number of risk-seeking (RS) individuals; and
(iii) if the price is less than 50 then the number
of RS is no smaller than the number of RA
plus the number of RN.
The intuition for properties (ii) and (iii) is
easy to establish. Suppose the price has equil-
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ibrated at above 50. All RS and all RN are
necessarily sellers of X.5 The RA are buyers
of x 5 20 units each. Since at equilibriumthe
quantity supplied equals the quantity demanded and since there is an even number of
agents, the number of RS can be no greater
than the number of RA and RN combined.
Suppose the price is below 50. All RA and all
RN are buyers of 20 units each. Some of the
RS may be buyers of 20 each and all others
will be sellers of 20. Since at equilibrium the
quantity supplied equals the quantity demanded and since there is an even number of
agents, the number of RS must be at least as
large as the number of RA and RN combined.
Figure 1 will help develop an intuition for
existence. Only the case of an equilibriumbelow 50 will be considered. (For the general
case see Proposition B2 in Appendix B). Assume that the number of RS exceeds the number of RA. For convenience, assume there are
no RN. As shown in the figure, an excess supply exists. The magnitudeof this excess supply
is 20 times the excess number of RS. As the
price falls, some RS will shift discontinuously
from a position of net seller of 20 units to a
position of net buyer of 20 units. The excess
supply will fall by 40 units each time an RS
individual switches. The excess demand must
become exactly zero at some point.6 Thus,
equilibrium existence is established. Such an
equilibrium is illustratedin the figure.

'The reader should be warned that the parameterwe
used in this portion of the argumentis delicate because of
satiation. Since the price is above fifty, and since the individuals become satiated in M at 2000, sellers will sell
less than 20 units.
6 The intuition of the proof can be seen in the following
argument. Let B be the number of buyers and S be the
number of sellers and let the number of individuals (B +
S) equal 2k for some k > 0 (recall that the number of
individuals is even). Excess supply = 20B - 20S =
20B - 20(2k - B) = 40(B - k). Note that the excess
supply is necessarily divisible by 40. Now, recall that a
switch of a RS from a seller to a buyer as prices fall results
in a drop in total excess supply of 40. (Assume, for convenience, that all preferences differ so only one person
switches at a time.) Since 40 necessarily divides excess
supply by (B - k), the zero of the excess supply function
(equilibrium) will necessarily be reached in B - k steps.

DECEMBER 1997

The natureof the equilibriumhas immediate
consequences for the volume. The important
ones are summarizedby the next observation:
OBSERVATION: If the price is lower than
50 then all individuals should trade 20 units.
Furthermore, the number of buyers should
equal the number of sellers and the volume
should be 20 times one-half the number of individuals in the market.
Thus, in an environment in which there is
an even number of people, each of whom follows the expected utility hypotheses and is either risk avoiding, risk neutral,or risk seeking,
the major results can be summarized as follows. If, and only if, there are as many riskseeking individuals as there are risk-averse
and risk-neutralindividuals, then the competitive equilibrium price will be less than the
"fair bet value" of 50M per unit of X. Furthermore, at the equilibrium all agents will be
either buying or selling 20 units of X. The
number of buyers will equal the number of
sellers and total volume will be 20 times the
number of individuals divided by two. If
someone does not participate, or if an individual has preferences that are substantially
different from those postulated, then the dynamics of the markets still could be similar
because of the limited influence one individual
might have by virtue of the constraints on the
budget set. Of course, existence of equilibrium
in the model is anotherthing and the presence
of such individuals could force the system into
an environmentin which the competitive equilibrium does not exist.

IV. Results
The time series of all periods of threeof nine
loss-condition experiments are shown in Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C. Shown there are the contract prices as they occurred in time. The
vertical bars represent the change of periods.
A large black vertical bar represents the
change from the practice periods to the periods
for which the consequences would result in actual losses. While the figures show all data including the practice periods, only the real
payoff periods are considered in the data anal-
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ysis discussed in this section. The practice session is included only for illustrative purposes.
The horizontal line is the actuariallyfair price
of 50.
The impression from the figures is that
transactionprices tend to be lower than 50 and
that in most cases prices settled to some sort
of an "asymptote." The impression is supported by the first result. The importance of
the result is that according to the model, the
implication of such prices is that at least onehalf of the subjects in the experiments were
risk seeking.
RESULT 1: The transactionprices tend to be
no higher than the risk-neutral level of 50.
The estimated asymptotes of such movements
were lower than 50.

SUPPORT:
The first claim of the result relies on the data
presentedin Table 1. The numbersin the upper
part of the table are average transactionprices
across actual payoff periods and experiments.
Notice that there are only seven exceptions to
the statement of the result, and six of these
exceptions exist only in experiment 0501. In
many periods of several experiments the average prices were within one cent of the riskneutral price of 50, thereby suggesting the
hypothesis that subjects were risk neutral and
that subjective transactioncosts would account
for the difference. This possibility is discussed
later in the paper. For now, it must be remembered that virtually all transactionswere made
below the risk-neutrallevel of 50 (see Figures
2A, 2B, and 2C). (Figure 2D for 0516 is a
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control experiment that will be used for comparisons and is discussed in detail later.)
For the second claim of the result, the destination and the direction of the equilibration
process must be determined. The destination
and the direction of the price convergence was
evaluated by the application of a simple dynamic model (Noussair et al., 1995). The
model assumes thatprice (dependent variable)
may start from a different origin for each experiment, but the convergence is assumed to
be to a common asymptote in all experiments.
Formally the model is as follows:

Pit = B11D1(1/t)+
+ B2((t

-

***

+

BIKDK(1/t)

1)/t) + uit,

where i is the index of the experiment; Dj are
dummy variables that take value 1 if i = j and
value 0 otherwise; t is time measured in terms
of experimental period number; K is number
of experiments; Pit is the average price in period t of the experiment i; and u is a random
variable, distributednormally with 0 mean. BIi
measures origin of the price convergence process, and B2 is an asymptote.
Data in Table 2A show ordinary leastsquaresestimationof the model. The estimated
asymptotewas 46.11 and the risk-neutralequilibrium price was at 50. Thus, the statistical
model suggests that the price equilibrationwas
to the price lower than the risk-neutrallevel of
50.
The next result is focused on the convergence process and the degree to which it can
be described as being toward the competitive
equilibrium.It is importantto note that the result addresses a convergence process because
none of the processes could be said to have
perfectly equilibrated.
RESULT 2: Market movement toward a
competitive equilibrium was observed across
experiments. Thepropensityfor movementtoward competitive equilibrium quantities is
more pronounced as subjects have experience
in more than one experiment, while the evidence is mixedfor inexperienced subjects.

DECEMBER 1997

SUPPORT:
The first step of the support is to show that
a tendency towardsprice equilibrationwas observed across experiments in a sense of a falling variance of price. Data in Table 1 show
that the standarddeviations of the prices were
lower in the final periods of every experiment,
compared to earlier periods, thus suggesting
price equilibration.
The next step is to determineif one of several
patternsof competitive equilibriapredictedby
the model was observedacrossexperiments.The
competitive model predicts a patternof prices
and closely related final holdings. We know
from Result 1 that prices as well as the asymptotes of the process were no higher than 50 in
all but one experiment.Thus, the equilibrium
final holdings shouldbe at the boundariesof the
positive marginalutilitiesandthe numberof sellers should equal the numberof buyers (Observation). In equilibriumeach subjectshouldhave
bought or sold 20 units of inventory,thus making final holdings equal to 40 or 0.
Data on final holdings are less decisive than
on prices, but relevant statistics are in Table
2B. Shown there are the numbers of individuals who increased or decreased their holding
of X by various levels. The last two periods of
an experimentwere averagedfor each individual and used as the measure to indicate the
individual's position. The numbers of buyers
are approximately equal to the numbers of
sellers (40 vs. 38), and 57 out of 78 people
have moved halfway (at least nine units) or
more toward the boundaries.This is more than
73 percent of the individuals.
The fact that not all of the individuals have
moved to the extremes shows up again in the
volume numbers.Data in the lower part of Table 1 show the time series of net tradevolumes
across experiments. In five out of nine experiments the volumes were substantially lower
than the predictions of the competitive model
and there were no clear signs of volume convergence to the predicted quantities.7

7 The relevance of this phenomena will be discussed
later in the paper where individual behavior of subjects
will be considered.
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TABLE2A-ORDINARYLEAST-SQUARES
ESTIMATION
OFTHECONVERGENCE
PROCESS
Equation:Pi, = B,,D,(lIt) +
. + B,KDK(1lt)+ B2((t - 1)1t) + ui,.
i-index of the experiment; t-period number;Pi,-average transactionprice in period t of experiment i. Dj = 1 if i j, 0 otherwise. ui, - N(0, s2). Dependent variable-Pi,.
Experiment

Independentvariable

Estimated coefficient

Standarderror

t-statistics

022894

B,,

50.32

2.86

17.58

031694

B,2

21.07

3.03

6.95

031794

B,3

44.35

2.86

15.50

032494

B,4

39.02

2.82

13.82

042894

B15

49.57

2.87

17.32

050195

B,6

54.74

2.81

19.43

050295

B,7

48.33

2.81

17.16

050595

B18

49.47

2.84

17.57

050995

Big

39.68

2.77

14.08

B2

46.11

0.84

54.28

Notes: Number of observations -49; R2-0.71.
Mean of dependent variable-45.66.

Standarderrorof the regression-3.38; Durbin-Watsonstatistics- 1.78.

The effects of experienceare reflectedby
mentis incomplete,resultingin volumesthat
the decisionsof the 20 subjectswho partici- areless thanthe competitiveprediction.While
patedin 0324 and0509. The relevantdataare the evidenceis thusmixed,we concludethata
in Table 3. All of these subjectshad partici- tendencyof convergencetowarda competitive
patedas inexperiencedsubjectsin earlierexequilibrium
was observedacrossexperiments.
periments. For each of these subjects the
averageof the final holdingsof the last two
Thenextresultstatestheimplicationsof the
periods(when inexperienced)was compared particularcompetitiveequilibriumobserved,
to the last two periods(when experienced). as relatedto the numbersof differenttypesof
Six of the seven subjectswho came close to
preferences.It is herethatobservedmarketbethe "boundaries"(boughtor sold morethan haviorand the theoryof marketsare used totwo-thirdsof the theoreticallypredictedquan- getherto deduce the type of preferencethat
tities) wheninexperienced,keptthattendency musthave existedin the subjects.
whenexperienced.Secondly,15 of 20 subjects
under considerationincreased the absolute RESULT 3: The number of risk-seekingsubvalues of theirfinal-holdingchangesthe sec- jects in the experiments was no less then the
ond time of participation.
On average,the net number of risk-averse and risk-neutral subchangein holdingswas 10.6 when inexperi- jects combined.
enced, and 15.3 when experienced.Thus,the
evidencefor movementtowarda competitive SUPPORT:
equilibriumallocationis strongerin markets
PropositionB2 statesthatonly in the cases
in whichsubjectswere experienced.
in whichthenumberof risk-seekingsubjectsis
In summary,priceconvergencereceivessub- no less than the numberof non-risk-seeking
stantialsupport,while allocationdataare less subjectscan the competitiveequilibrium
price
supportiveof movementtowardthe competi- be at somelevel whichis strictlylowerthan50.
tive equilibria.Movementtowardtheextremes Result 1 says thatpricesare below50. Result
occurs,butin the USC experimentsthe move- 2 states that the convergencewas towarda
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TABLE 2B-NUMBERS
OF INDIVIDUALS WITH VARIOUS LEVELS OF PURCHASES AND SALES:
AVERAGE OF LAST Two PERIODS, ALL EXPERIMENTS

All experiments combined
Final holdings

0-0.4

0.5-4

5-8

9-12

13-16

17-20

Total numbers

BUYERS
SELLERS

4

2
6

5
4

7
5

8
7

14
16

40
38

competitive equilibrium.Thus, it is possible to
apply Proposition B2 to the experimentaldata
and conclude that the number of risk-seeking
subjects in the experimentswas no lower then
the numberof non-risk-seekingsubjects.
The conclusion is consistent with the diminishing sensitivity axiom of prospect theory,
which predicts such a behaviorin losses. However, the price equilibration across experiments, identified in the previous paragraphs,
has one major implication, which is very important for the discussion of the relevance of
prospect theory for economics from a methodological point of view. Namely, equilibration suggests that, contraryto prospect theory
as advanced by psychologists, preferences exist and do not exhibit labile properties that
might result from multiple reference points or
changes in reference points in the complex
markets.This issue will be pursuedtoward the
end of the results section.
The next result evolves from an inquiry that
has two forms. First, do the questionnaires
used extensively in psychological studies lead
to measurements of properties of people that
will be manifest in marketbehavior? The second is a corollary to the first. Is risk seeking
in the negatives a propertyof individual preferences or is it a propertyof the way that people think about things? Is it a property of
preference or is it a propertyof the process of
preference formation? As it turns out, the
questionnaires have a biased property as a
prediction of market behavior but, nevertheless, provide strong predictive powers about
such behavior. Thus, one cannot reject the notion that the questionnairesmeasured a property of preference as opposed to a feature of
cognition.

The analysis will consist of three steps. First,
the subjects will be classified as RA or RS according to their behavior in the experiments.
Secondly, the same classification will be completed according to their answers to the questionnaires. Comparison of two classifications
will provide supportfor the statementof results.
A classification of the subjects by their behavior in the experimentsis developedby using
the equilibriumpatternssuggestedby the model.
Subjectscan be classifiedintothreedifferentcategories, accordingto their final holdings. Only
two last periods of every experimentwere used
in the analysis. Data in Table 4A show the results of such a classification.
1. Risk seeking (RS) -This class contains
subjects who satisfy the following condition:
They moved at least halfway towardthe "sellers' boundary" on average; i.e., they sold at
least ten units of X on average in the last two
periods of the experiment.
2. Possibly risk averse (RA) -This class
contains subjects who satisfy the following
condition: They moved at least halfway toward the "buyers' boundary" on average;i.e.,
they bought at least ten units of X on average
in the last two periods of the experiment.
The competitive model predictsthat in equilibrium, when the prices are sufficientlylower
than the risk-neutralprice, risk-seekingpeople
can demonstrate the same behavior as riskaversepeople: buying units of inventory.On the
otherhand, if a subjectis on the seller's side of
the market and prices are below 50, then that
subject is exhibiting risk-seeking behavior.
Thus, formally, the numbersin Table 4A represent lower bounds of the numbersof the riskseeking people in the experimentsand the upper
bounds of the numbers of the risk-averse
subjects.
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TABLE 3-COMPARISON

OF THE NET CHANGES OF FINAL HOLDINGS (AVERAGE OF THE LAST TwO PERIODS) AND
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR THE SUBJECTS WHO PARTICIPATED IN Two EXPERIMENTS

Subject#

Experiment

Inexperienced

Experienced

Net changes of
final holdings
of inventory

Net changes of
final holdings
of inventory

Classification

Experiment

1

0316

6.5

2

0316

0.5

"?"

3

0316

10.5

RA

0324

4

0316

-5

"?"

0324

5

0316

-3.5

"?"

0324

0324

8.5

0324

0

12
-19

Classification

T

RA
RS

9.5

"?"

6

0316

-3

"?"

0324

7

0316

-1

"?"

0324

8

0317

-13.5

RS

0324

9

0317

-3

"?"

0324

11

RA

RS

-15
0

-17

"?"

RS

10

0317

"?"

0324

10

RA

11

0501

-13.5

RS

0509

20

RA

12

0501

-12

RS

0509

31.5

RA

13

0501

-12.5

RS

0509

-20

RS

14

0501

-14

RS

0509

-20

RS

15

0502

-17

RS

0509

20

RA

16

0502

-20

RS

0509

20

RA

17

0502

-19.5

RS

0509

0

-20

RS

18

0502

RA

0509

19

0505

-20

RS

0509

-12.5

RS

20

0505

-17.5

RS

0509

-18

RS

20

3. "?"-It is hardto say about subjects.
Thisclass containssubjectswho did not demonstratea "consistentpattern"of behavior.In
otherwords,thesewere subjectswho:

19.5

RA

(iv) Demonstrated a mix of (i), (ii), and
(iii).

Notice that approximatelytwo-thirds of all
subjects(53 out of 82) were classifiedas RS or
(i) May have been movingin a directionof
RA and the other one-third was classified as
the boundaries,but did not demonstrate "?." Since, as discussed in the previous paraany patternof consistency.
graphs,those subjectswho were classifiedas RA
(ii) Were tradingaroundthe statusquo, in- could in fact be RS if prices were sufficiently
steadof movingtowardsome boundary, low, the resultsof such a classificationcould be
but showedno consistentbehavior.
interpretedto be that there was no less than 50
(iii) Were not buying or selling anythingat percent of the people in the experimentsthat
all.
were risk seeking.This classificationis consistent
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TABLE 4A-CLASSIFICATION
OF THE SUBJECTS
ACCORDING TO THEIR BEHAVIOR

Experiment

RA*

RS**

0228

3

3

4

0316

2

1

7

"9"

0317

3

3

4

0324

3

3

4

0428

2

2

4

0501

4

4

2

3

2

0502

3

0505

2

2

2

0509

5

5

0

Totals

27

26

29

* These measures are upper bounds.
** These measures are lower bounds.

with the claim of Result 3 thatrisk seeking accounts for a substantialproportionof behavior.
The classification provides a possible insight about the weaknesses in the support for
equilibration. Recall from the support of Result 2 that the total net volumes of trades were
lower than predicted by the competitive
model. Now it becomes clear that such a phenomena is likely due to the great number of
subjects who were classified as "?." The common feature of most of such subjects is that
they did not move far from the status quo. In
other words, they all had low net volumes
across periods, or they were inconsistent
across periods and, as a result, they could not
be classified as RA or RS. Data in Table 1
show that the net volumes were approximately
10-50 percent lower than ones predicted by
the model. On the otherhand,one-thirdof subjects were classified as "?," thus providing
support for the claim that the "?" subjects
were responsible for low net volumes.
A classification of the subjects accordingto
theiranswersto the questionnaireswas done. All
of the subjectswere askedto answerthe following questions-What would you preferto lose:
(i) $500 for sure or $1,000 with probability
0.5.

DECEMBER1997

(ii) $20 for sure or $40 with probability0.5.
(iii) $3,000 for sure or $4,000 with probability 0.8.
(iv) $7.50 for sure or $15 with probability
0.5.
(v) $1 for sure or $2 with probability0.5.
According to their answers they were qualified using two differenttypes of classifications.
Type I classification: Risk averse-three or
more answers "for sure"; risk seeking-three
or more answers "'with probability =
1/2."
Type 2 classification: (According to the answers to single question), which one would
you choose -losing $20 for sure or losing $40
with a probability 1/2?
Risk seeking-Would prefer to lose $40
with probability = 1/2 instead of to lose $20
for sure.
Questionnaires were completed by all 82
subjects who participatedin the experiments.
Accordingto the type 1 criteria,66 (80 percent)
were "risk seeking" and 16 (20 percent) were
"risk averse." According to the type 2 criteria,
61 (74 percent) were "risk seeking" and 21
(26 percent) were "risk averse."
With the measurements above completed,
the result can now be stated. The essence of
the result is that the questionnaireshave predictive power about behavior in markets.
RESULT 4: There is strong consistency between answers to the questionnaires and
experimental market behavior. However, the
questionnaire may have a bias that overestimates the number of risk-seeking individuals relative to the number of risk-averse
individuals.
SUPPORT:
The numbers in Table 4B represent relationships between the experimental data and
the data from the questionnaires. If only subjects who were classified as RA or RS are
considered, then the probability that a subject
who appears to be RS according to the questionnaireswould demonstratethe same kind of
behavior in the experiment (p (RSexpIRSquest)
)
is equal to 0.65 (0.63 for type 2 classification). Similarly, p(RAexp IRSquest) = 0.35
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(0.37), p(RAexp l RAquest) = 0.87 (0.80),
p(RSexp lRAquest) = 0.13 (0.20). Two conclusions follow about relevance of the questionnaires for predicting market behavior. First,
answers to the questionnairesdo produce measurements that can be used as a rough prediction of the behavior in the context of operating
markets, since the probability of consistent
(with the answers) behavior is 0.73. Secondly,
the likelihood of a deviation in the experiment
from the answer given to the questionnaireis
about three times for risk-seeking subjects
(questionnaire) rather than for risk-averse
ones (questionnaire). It is important to note
that the results are the same for both types of
classification. In other words, choice of either
of the two different types of classification does
not change the results. Finally, the fact that the
questionnaire overestimated the number of
RS-type behavior in the markets is consistent
with the model, which claims thatas prices fall
below 50 the RS will begin to shift from selling to buying. However, this aspect of the data
will be discussed again as Conjecture 3.
V. Resultsand TheoreticalCoherence:
ThreeTests
The results as reportedgo beyond a simple
reporting of statistics. They embody an attempt to weave a sense in which the statistics
are consistent with the principles that support
"extended prospect theory" as integratedwith
the competitive model. Since the data do not
perfectly fit the competitive model, as modified to include the possibility of risk-seeking
behavior in the negatives, there might be alternative explanations. In this section we discuss additional experiments that explore three
possible alternative explanations of the data.
Space limitations prevent any detailed reporting but these additional experiments can be
used as some indication of the robustness of
the major results reported in the body of the
paper. These additional experiments will be
referenced as "additional controls."
The motivation for the first additional control experiment was the fact that transaction
prices in most experiments tend to be very
close (a penny below) to the risk-neutrallevel

817

TABLE 4B-RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN ANSWERS TO THE
QUESTIONNAIRES AND EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR

Type 1 classification
More than two out of five answers of a particulartype
Type 2 classification (in parentheses)
Based on the answer to the choice of loosing $20 for
sure or $40 with p = I/2
Risk seeking
in the
questionnaires

Risk averse
in the
questionnaires

Risk seeking in the
experiment

17 (16)

2 (3)

Risk averse in the
experiment

9 (10)

13 (12)

20 (17)

1 (4)

"?"in the
experiment

of 50. In view of such data, a possibility exists
that the subjects were risk neutral and that
transaction costs accounted for the observed
lack of accuracy of the model. To test this hypothesis (risk neutrality) an additionalcontrol
experiment (0509) was conducted. This experiment involved a special selection of subjects from those that had participated
previously. Subjects were chosen that had previously demonstrated risk-seeking behavior
according to the model. Aside from the selection of subjects, the experiment was an exact
replica of all previous experiments. All subjects who participatedin experiment0509 had
alreadyparticipatedin one of the previous California Institute of Technology experiments:
0501, 0502, or 0505. All but one of the subjects chosen for 0509 were those that could be
classified as risk seeking as a result of their
previous participation. Data in Table 1 show
that in the three previous experiments (0501,
0502, and 0505) prices were close to the riskneutral level of 50. Thus, if the subjects were
risk neutral then the transactionprices in the
experiment 0509 should be also near 50. On
the other hand, if the existence of risk-seeking
individuals interpretationof the datais correct,
then, as the model implies, the prices in experiment 0509 should be significantly below
50.
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The last column in Table 1 presents transaction prices for the additional control experiment 0509. It is clear that the prices were not
only below 50 but are far below (about 20
percent) the prices in the experiments 0501,
0502, and 0505. Thus the prices are out of the
range of any previously observed transactions
costs deviation from equilibrium. Since market prices were substantially below the riskneutral equilibrium, the model implies that
there are at least as many risk-seeking subjects
as there are risk-averse and risk-neutralsubjects combined, so the hypothesis about general risk neutralitycan be rejected.
A second additional control experiment
(0516) was conducted to explore the idea that
the observed risk-seeking behavior could be
explained as a propertyof generalrisk-seeking
preference, as opposed to simply risk seeking
in losses. If subjects change their risk-seeking
behavior to risk-averse behavior when the
experimental conditions are formulated in
terms of gains as opposed to losses, then the
hypothesis of general risk-seeking preference
can be rejected. Does the risk-seeking behavior observed simply reflect the attitudesof individuals that prefer risk taking in general, or
is it the case that preferences are different for
gains as opposed to losses? The test was performed using an experiment with a translation
of the origin of the payoffs to a "gains"
environment.
First, subjects were paid $10 up front and
were given 1000 units of money (M) and 20
units of inventory (X) as initial holdings. Secondly, their incentives to trade were formulated in terms of potential gains:
Total Gain = Gain A + Gain B
Gain A = ((I / 100)m) and
Gain B = (0{ Prob 1/2 } or ( 100 cents) { Prob
1/2}).
Thus, the purchase of a unit of X is simply
the purchase of a lottery that yields a 50:50
chance between 100 cents and 0. Note that for
both types of design (losses and gains) the ex
ante expected amounts of money a subject
could earn were the same. Thus, since the final
states of the world are the same under both
conditions, stable preferences over final states
of the world should produce behavior that is
the same for both types of experiments. The

1201
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72.0

48.0

24.0

0

1572

3203

2388

4019

4834

Clock(se)
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0516

nine subjects who were used in this second
control experimenthad participatedin the first
additional control experiment 0509. (One of
the ten subjects that participatedin 0509 could
not return for the experiment 0516). Recall,
these subjects when participating in experiment 0509 demonstratedclear risk-seekingbehavior in losses as they had done in the
previous experiments. Therefore, if no differences exist for the subjects between losses and
gains, one would also expect to observe riskseeking behavior in the "gains" and thus
prices should be above the "expected value."
Prices above the risk-neutrallevel of 50 would
reflect the buying efforts of risk-seeking individuals who drive the price up because they
enjoy the variance in wealth. On the other
hand, if the subjects have asymmetric risk attitudes in the gains and losses, then the subjects would switch to the risk-averse behavior
when the lotteries are formulated in terms of
gains. As a consequence, the transactionprices
in the second additional control experiment
(0516) would be below the risk-neutrallevel
of 50.
Figure 2D presents time series of transaction
prices for the second additionalcontrol experiment (0516). The horizontalline corresponds
to the risk-neutrallevel of 50 cents. Notice that
all transactionprices are below 50.8 There are

8 (Period, average price, standarddeviation, volume):
(0,45, 2.15, 51), (1,47, 1.34, 81), (2, 48, 0.83, 70), (3,
48, 1.28, 80), (4, 48, 0.83, 80), (5, 48, 0.5, 80), (6, 48,
0.46, 80), (7, 48, 0.48, 80).
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an odd number of agents and if more than half
are risk seeking then the prices must necessarily be above the fair lottery price of 50. Thus,
the market measure suggests risk aversion on
the part of subjects as opposed to risk seeking.
This asymmetryin behavior is supportedat the
individual level. Three of the four subjects
who demonstrated risk-averse behavior in
0516 (the gains) by selling the lottery at prices
below the risk-neutral price had exhibited
strong risk-seeking tendencies by selling insuranceat a price below the risk-neutralprices,
when participating in 0509 (the loss). These
individuals exhibited clear asymmetricbehavior by switching to risk-averse behavior when
the market consists of the same lotteries with
the expected loss now being a gain.9Thus, the
hypothesis that the subjects were risk seeking
in general and exhibited no asymmetric behavior, can be rejected.
A glance at the time series of all experiments suggests the motivation for a third set
of additional control experiments. Notice that
prices in all experiments tend to be below the
equilibrium value of the model. This suggests
the hypothesis that something about the experiments, unrelated to risk preferences,
caused the markets to converge from below.
A third set of four additional control experiments were performed but are not reviewed
here in detail. The purpose of the experiments
was to control for the hypothesis thatthe "natural path" of convergence of any market in
these environments is from "below." These
experiments were identical to the other experiments in the loss domain except the numeraire

'Because prices are endogenous, the model itself indicates that market experiments of the type studied here
can only yield limited opportunitiesto classify individuals
accordingto preferences.Three individuals who were sellers in the loss and sellers in the gain clearly exhibited the
asymmetryof preferences suggested by extended prospect
theory. One individual, a buyer in loss and a buyer in gain,
exhibited behavior that was consistent with asymmetric
preferences but, of course, could also have been consistently risk averse. Two individuals who were sellers in the
loss and buyers in the gain were consistent with asymmetric preferencesbut are also consistent with generalrisk
seeking. Three individuals were buyers in the loss and
buyers in the gains and thus cannot be classified at all since
they are consistent with all modes of preferences.
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was switched from money to the lottery and
the units were changed to accommodate the
switch.'0 If risk-seeking behavior is present
then prices should be above the equilibrium
price of 200. Thus, the same theory of risk
seeking that predicted below risk-neutral
prices now predicts prices above the riskneutralequilibriumprice level.
Four experiments were conducted with inexperienced and then experienced subjects.
Because this switch in numeraire was evidently difficult for subjects, the processing and
analysis of the data requiremore space than is
available in this paper. However, the conclusion from analysis is that with experienced
subjects some support exists for the presence
of risk-preferringsubjects in this "inverted"
environment. These data are not conclusive
but they do help to reject any presumptionthat
for some reason prices are always below riskneutral levels whether in the gains or losses.
Prices of money in terms of the "insurance,"
when experienced people were used, tended to
be above the risk-neutrallevels.
A paradox can be observed in the data. On
one hand, the individuals selected for experiment 0509 continued to exhibit risk-seeking
behavior throughout the second experience.
On the other hand, the data suggest an evolution of risk attitudeswhen experience becomes
a factor. In other words, for many subjects, the
risk attitudes after experience might be different from those initially. For example, Figures
2A, 2B, and 2C show that in most of the experiments price convergence was occurring in
the training periods. The early prices were
consistently lower, suggesting that people
were becoming more risk averse as they
gained experience (and also faced actual payoffs). The following two conjecturesrepresent
an attemptto approachthe problem of changing behavior with experience. The conjectures
should not be interpretedas results but rather
as a starting point of a discussion about this
complex issue.

'lmo = 2000, xo = 10; Loss A = (O{Prob 1/2) or
$40 - (1/100)m{Prob 1/2)), Loss B = $20 - x. The
risk-neutralprice of x in terms of m is 200.
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CONJECTURE 1: Support of specific implications of the loss-aversion axiom of prospect
theory, such as an "endowment effect,'"
"status quo bias," or "trade-off vs. improvement" is stronger in the experimentsinvolving
inexperienced subjects and disappears with
experience.
SUPPORT:
The conjecture is a direct implication of the
data presented in Table 3. The source of support is a comparison of the behavior of the
subjects who participated in the experiments
0316, 0317, 0501, 0502, and 0505 as inexperienced subjects, with their behavior when
they participatedin the experiments 0324 and
0509. The latter behavior was substantially
different from the former. Such a difference in
behavior of the same people participating in
the same experiment suggests that experience
matters.
As was discussed in the supportof Result 2,
in the first set of experiments (subjects were
inexperienced) the final holdings of eight of
20 subjects were near the origin (less than 10
units were traded), implying status quo bias.
In other words, the status quo was the chosen
option for the subjects. At the same time, however, the phenomena cannot be due to the
status quo bias as derived from prospect theory. At the prices thatexisted in these markets,
if people are risk seeking (as they must be under the conditions of prospect theory from
which the status quo bias is derived), the competitive equilibrium has individuals only on
the "boundaries." Thus, while a status quo
bias is observed it cannot be due to prospect
theory. At the same time, in the second set of
experiments (subjects were experienced) the
final holdings of only four of 20 subjects were
near the origin, implying "boundary" final
holdings as predicted by the competitive
model and in agreement with other experiments. Moreover, 15 of the 20 subjects increased the absolute values of their final
holdings during their second experiment. The
conclusion is thatinexperienced subjectsin the
experiments demonstrateda tendency to make
very few changes in their holdings. With experience and understanding, their behavior
changed. Thus, degree of experience and not
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a status quo bias derived from prospect theory
accounts for their behavior.
The conjectureabove suggeststhatwhen people do not feel confidentabouttheirunderstanding of a situationthey will be conservativeand
choose inactionover action. It is possible to use
extended prospect theory to explain such phenomena. The explanationcould go as follows.
A naturalfeature of uncertainty,as opposed to
risk, is the imaginedexistence of negativeprospects that are possibly weighted so high thatinaction results. With exposure to the decision
environmentcomes a better understandingand
as a consequence the imagined, possibly negative prospects disappearand the other features
of the decision process emerge. While this explanationis crude,it appearsthata modification
of extendedprospecttheoryis necessaryfor the
last resultto be explained.
The discussion and results above hold implications for the nature of circumstances under which real prospect theory can be applied.
The real prospect theory (and not the extended
prospect theory examined here) is about a decision process. A naturalquestion to pose is if
the axioms/laws of the decision process have
a change in nature, or evolve to take different
forms as experience and understandingtakes
place. The conjecturedeveloped next suggests
that some of the central phenomena identified
by prospect theory are not stable features of
human choice behavior. They diminish with
experience and, perhaps, with reflection.
CONJECTURE 2: With experience, risk
seeking in the losses evolves into either riskneutral or risk-averse behavior.
SUPPORT:
Price convergence from below in most experiments (Table 1) suggests that the incidence of risk-seeking behavior is getting
weaker as the experiment continues. The
competitive model implies (Propositions 46), that the more RS subjects are in the system the less will be the equilibrium price and
the more RA subjects are in the system the
higher will be the equilibrium. Table 1
shows that the prices were consistently increasing in seven out of nine experiments.
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Although it is impossible to claim that riskseeking behavior always disappears with experience, obvious tendencies towards the
diminution of risk seeking were observed in
four experiments.
The above conjectures are of potential importance because they help isolate the nature
of the decision process and its possible relationship to properties of an individual. Convergence in economic environments seems to
occur at many different levels. Clearly, prices
and quantities have a convergence property.
However, individual decision rules seem to
evolve and individual understandingof a situation and the attitudes of other individuals
seem to undergo a transformationduring the
course of decisions and market activity.
A hypothesis/philosophyhas been advanced
to describethis evolution, called the discovered
preferencehypothesis (Plott, 1996), and while
that hypothesis is so simple that it is not likely
to surviveclose examination,the above two conjectures seem to be partof a patternthatthe discovered preferencehypothesis was advancedto
capture.The idea is that the individualshave a
consistentset of preferencesover statesbut such
preferencesonly become known to the individual with thought and experience. Individualsat
first exhibit a type of myopia, choosing in a
somewhat impulsive way reflecting their immediate perceptionsof their interests.With experience, behavior moves toward patterns of
choice behavior typical of the predictions of
classical preferencetheory.Thus, when individuals are firstgiven questions,they arecharacterized by a type of confusion. As they begin to
formulatedecisions in this state they are influenced by "frames" in much the way thatprospect theory asserts.As an understandingof the
context evolves, the manifestationof the underlying preferencesbecomes more clearlyobservable in the data and decisions approachthose
predictedby the classical theory of choice and
preference.
A final conjecture is offered about the relationship between the methodology of questionnaires as a research tool and the creation
of experimental markets. It rests on the fundamental assumption that preferences do exist
in the classical sense of economics, and that
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the preferences are reflected in individual
choice behavior.
CONJECTURE 3: The questionnaires have
a bias that overstate the number of riskseeking individuals relative to the number of
risk-averse individuals.
The observation that motivates this conjecture is the natureof the errorrate of risk seeking as measured by the questionnaire. A total
of 62 people participated as inexperienced
subjects. Of these, 46 were RS according to
the questionnaire and 16 were RA. Subjects
responding as RA in the questionnaire (15)
were more likely to behave RA in the experiment (12/15 inexperienced) than were subjects responding as RS in the questionnaire
(46) likely to behave RS in the experiment
(17/46 inexperienced). The asymmetry is
clear. Of course, as was mentioned in the discussion of Result 4, the model suggests that at
low prices some of the RS will turnto behavior
that cannot be distinguishedfrom RA behavior
so these statistics alone might not be so supportive of the conjecture. However, additional
support comes from the asymmetry of the behavior of those who could not be classified in
the experiments (designated as "?" ). The
subjects who were RS in the questionnaireexhibited a much greater tendency to be "?" in
the markets (20/46 inexperienced) than did
the subjects that were RA according to the
questionnaire(1 / 15 inexperienced). Thus, the
bias exists in the form of the ability to connect
subjects that answered the questionnaireas RS
with subsequent behavior that would be difficult to classify. That difficulty does not exist
with subjects that were RA, according to the
questionnaire.
Of course, the idea of bias of the questionnaire approach is only a conjecture. The
explanation could reside in the nature of this
particularquestionnaire (see Camerer, 1995)
for references to the literature in which the
propertiesof such instrumentsare studied. Or,
the asymmetries could be due to the method
of classification based on behavior in the experimental markets. The data reported here
from these experiments do not seem to have
the capacity to resolve the issues.
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VI. Conclusions
This research began with questions motivated by psychological research. Prospect theory has had a considerable impact on the
decision literature.The question posed by the
research reportedhere was whether or not the
predictions of an "extended prospect theory"
could find support in markets.
Exchange economies were created in which
only losses could occur. Preferencesover losses
were not controlledby the unusualmethodology
in which preferences are induced. Instead, the
objective was to determineif the "preferences
revealed" by marketactionshad propertiesthat
one might expect from having studied the
psychological-basedliterature.
Risk-seekingbehaviorin the loss domainwas
observed in the markets studied. Its existence
lends supportto two fundamentalpropertiesof
prospecttheory.First,since risk-aversebehavior
has been widely documentedin the positive domain in experimentalmarkets,we can conclude
that there is an asymmetrybetween gains and
losses. A single control experimentreportedin
the paper further supports a pattern of asymmetry and that asymmetry is a fundamental
propertyof prospecttheory. As a corollary,we
can conclude that there are such things as
"gains" and "losses," as opposed to only "final states of the world," the existence of which
implies the existence of another fundamental
featureof prospecttheory,a referencepoint. Finally, we can conclude that risk seeking in the
losses is a frequentoccurrence.It was a property
of over one-thirdof the total of all people observed in these markets.
The patternsof resultslend strong supportto
featuresof prospecttheory as a descriptionof a
decision process. The more fundamentalquestion to be posed is whether individuals are
ONLY a bundle of decision processes: rules of
thumbthathave no necessaryrelationshipto an
underlyingattitudeor coherence of an underlying preference. First, it should be emphasized
thata patternof coherenceis evident in the markets. Convergencetowardcompetitiveequilibria
occurred.It follows that the "referencepoint"
was not so subject to moment-to-moment
"framing" that preferences became so labile
that they had no coherence. These marketsbe-

haved as if a large proportionof individualshad
reasonablycoherent and stable preferences.Of
course, a large proportionof these preferences
were exactly of the form that one would-have
expected from a reading of prospecttheory, as
statedby the "extendedprospecttheory." Psychologists have long maintainedthat a relevant
domain of prospect theory is "one-time decisions." The results reported here question
whetheror not that is the only circumstancein
which the theory applies. The conjecturesreported here suggest that the first impulses experienced by a decision maker would seem to
be describedby the theory.Featuresof prospect
theory are present when people are confused.
The supportfor the statusquo bias is an example. The differencein behaviorof those thatgive
a risk-seekingresponseto a questionnaireas opposed to those that give a risk-averseresponse
is anotherbody of evidence thatconservatismis
a consequenceof incompleteunderstanding.After all, the theoryis abouta process of decision,
so it is not particularlysurprisingthatits features
are most evident in situationsin which individuals are involved in a process of decision.
Whether or not "considered opinions" are
governed by the same processes as are immediate impulses involves deeper and more complex experimentsthan have been performedto
date. The final conjectureof the paper is that
some of the featuresof prospecttheorywill disappear with practice or perhaps even with reflection. In particular,the conjectureis thatrisk
seeking in the losses is a propertyof inexperience that will give way to risk-aversebehavior.
Of course, one implicationof the conjectureis
that the concept and importanceof a reference
point will also fade. The idea that the evolution
of attitudes has a direction toward the more
classicallines of preferencetheoryhas been vigorouslycriticized(Kahneman,1996). Nevertheless, the data presentedhere provide additional
supportfor such a presumption.
APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS
You are aboutto participatein an experiment.
Foryouragreementto participateyou will be paid
$60. The structureof the experimentis such that
you will be exposed to a possible money loss.
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The amountof loss will dependupon your decisions and the outcome of the lottery as will be
explainedin the following paragraphs.
Your total money loss will consist of two
different types of losses:
Total Loss = Loss A + Loss B.
Loss A will be determined as $20 minus 1/
100 times your A-Cent holdings.
Loss B will be determinedby the outcome of
a lottery. The outcome of the lottery is determinedby a single drawfroman urnthatcontains
an equal numberof RED and BLACK balls.
If the drawn ball is a RED one then your
Loss B is zero.
If the drawn ball is a BLACK one then your
Loss B will be determined as $40 minus your
B-Dollar holdings.
The experimentwill consist of a series of periods. At the beginningof each period you will
be given 1000 A-Centsand20 B-Dollars.The ACentsreduceyourmoney Loss A. The B-Dollars
reduceyourmoney Loss B shoulda BLACKball
be drawn,butof courseB-Dollarsareworthnothing to you should a RED ball be drawn.During
the periodyou will be able to change the nature
of your Losses by exchanging A-Cents for BDollarsand B-Dollarsfor A-Cents.
Each 1 B-Dollar held at the end of a period
reduces your B Loss by $1 should a BLACK
ball be drawn, and each 100 A-Cents reduces
your A Loss by $1.
As you may have noticed, the chance that
the drawnball is BLACK is 1/2 or 50 percent
and the chance that the drawn ball is RED is
also 1/2 or 50 percent. You may also have
noticed that A-Cents are always worth something to you (100 A-Cents reduces $1 of A
Loss not depending on the outcome of the lottery) and that you need B-Dollars only in 50
percent of cases (1 B-Dollar reduces $1 of B
Loss only if a BLACK ball is drawn).
As described above, the maximum possible
A Loss is $20 (happens if you have no ACents at all), and the maximum possible B
Loss is $40 (happens if you have no B-Dollars
at all and the BLACK ball is drawn). That
implies that the maximum amount of A-Cents
you may want to have is 2000 A-Cents and BDollars is 40 B-Dollars.
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The A-Cents that you have at any time are
found in the CASH ON HAND space on your
computer screen. The B-Dollars that you have
are found in the INVENTORY space on your
computer screen. So if you buy one unit of
INVENTORY at a price P, you give up P ACents and you acquire 1 B-Dollar. If you sell
one unit of INVENTORY at a price P you
acquireP A-Cents and you give up 1 B-Dollar.
The CASH ON HAND (A-Cents) and INVENTORY (B-Dollars) held at the end of a
period will dictate the terms of your lottery
that resulted from the trades you made during
the period. These dictate the nature of your
loss. Nothing can be transferredfrom one period to another. The trading in each period
yields the terms of a specific lottery.
The resultsof only one periodwill be used to
determineyour Loss. At the end of the experiment a special lottery will be held to determine
which of severalperiodsit will be. In this special
lotteryeach period will be given equal weight.

EXAMPLE1
Suppose for example that you made no
trades at all during the period. So your final
holdings are the same as initial holdings: 1000
A-Cents (CASH ON HAND) and 20 BDollars INVENTORY).
If a BLACK ball is drawn you would have
lost:
--------

A Loss --------------------------

$20 - 1/100 x 1000 (the A-Cent held)
plus
---------

B Loss ------

$40 - $20 (the B-Dollars held) = $30.
If a RED ball is drawnyou would have lost:
--------

A Loss --------------------------

$20 - 1/100 X 1000 (the A-Cent held)
plus
---------

B Loss --------$0 = $10.
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After each period you will have to fill out
the RECORD OF LOSSES enclosed in your
instruction folder. For example if in some

0
0

Beginning
End

20
20

1000
1000

19 (A Loss) + $40-5

$10
$10

$20
$20

EXAMPLE 2
Suppose now thatduringthe period you have
sold 15 B-dollars at price 60 each. That means
that your final holdings are: 5 B-Dollars (20 15) and 1900 A-Cents (1000 + 15 X 60).
If a BLACK ball is drawn then you would
have lost:
$20-

period you acted as described in Example 1,
your RECORD OF LOSSES should be as
follows.

Your B-Dollar Your A-Cent Your B Loss Your A Loss Total Loss if Total Loss if
the ball is
the ball is
holding
holding
RED
BLACK
$20 minus
Real Total
#A-Cents
$40 minus
(Cash on
Loss
(A)
(A + B)
100
#B-Dollars
Hand)
(Inventory)

Period #

$10
$10

$30
$30

If a RED ball is drawn then you would have
lost:
$20-

19 (A Loss) + $0 (B Loss)

= $1 (Total Loss).

(B Loss)
Your RECORD OF LOSSES in this case
should be filled out as follows.

= $36 (Total Loss).

Your B-Dollar Your A-Cent Your B Loss Your A Loss Total Loss if Total Loss if
the ball is
the ball is
holding
holding
RED
BLACK
$20 minus
Real Total
$40 minus
#A-Cents
(Cash on
Loss
(A)
100
(A + B)
#B-Dollars
Hand)
(Inventory)

Period #
0
0
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Beginning
End

20
5

1000
1900

$10
$1

$20
$35

The above the example shows how you may
change the nature of your losses by selling BDollars compared to making no actions at all
(Example 1). Namely, in the Example 1 your
gains were the following:
50% chance of losing $30 (a BLACK ball is
drawn);
50% chance of losing $10 (a RED ball is
drawn).
After selling 15 B-Dollars at the price of 50
each (Example 2) your losses aredeterminedas:
50% chance of losing $36 (a BLACK ball is
drawn);
50% chance of losing $1 (a RED ball is
drawn).
Now you can see how your actions during
the experiment may change the natureof your
losses.

$10
$1

$30
$36

EXAMPLE3
Suppose that during the period you bought
20 B-Dollars at a price 40 each. That means
that your final holdings are: 200 A-Cents
(1000 - 20 x 40) and 40 B-Dollars (20 +
20).
If a BLACK ball is drawn you would have
lost:
$20

-

2 (A Loss) + $40

=$18

-

40 (B Loss)

(Total Loss).

If a RED ball is drawnyou would have lost:
$20-2

(A Loss) + $0 (B Loss)

= $18 (Total Loss) .
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So your losses in this example are the
following:

50% chance of losing $18 (a RED ball is
drawn).

50% chance of losing $18 (a BLACK ball
is drawn);

Your RECORD OF LOSSES should be
filled out as follows.

Your B-Dollar Your A-Cent Your B Loss Your A Loss Total Loss if Total Loss if
the ball is
the ball is
holding
holding
$20 minus
BLACK
RED
$40 minus
Real Total
(Cash on
#A-Cents
#B-Dollars
100
(A + B)
Loss
(Inventory)
Hand)
(A)

Period#
0
0

Beginning
End

20
40

1000
200

$20
$0

$10
$18

$30
$18

$10
$18

Compare it to the losses from Examples 1
and 2.

(vii) Fill out the RECORD OF LOSSES
for the above case.

Exercise 1
Suppose that during the period you sold 18
B-Dollars at the price of 55 each.
Compute:
(i) Your final B-Dollar holding
(ii) Your final A-Cent holding
(iii) Your A Loss
(iv) Your B Loss
(v) Your Total Loss if a BLACK ball is
drawn
(vi) Your Total Loss if a RED ball is
drawn
So your final lottery is:
50% chance of losing
50% chance of losing
(vii) Fill out the RECORD OF LOSSES
for the above case.

APPENDIX B

Exercise 2
Repeat Exercise 1 for the case when during
a period you bought 10 B-Dollars at the price
of 45 each.
(i) Your final B-Dollar holding
(ii) Your final A-Cent holding
(iii) Your A Loss
(iv) Your B Loss
(v) Your Total Loss if a BLACK ball is
drawn
(vi) Your Total Loss if a RED ball is
drawn
So your final lottery is:
50% chance of losing
50% chance of losing

PROPOSITION B 1: Consider a utilityfunction satisfying the general assumptions (a),
(b), and (c) in the text (page 807). If
1. U'(z) > Ofor any z;
2. U"(z) < Ofor any z < O if a subject is risk
averse in losses;
3. U"(z) > Ofor any z < O if a subject is risk
seeking in losses;
4. U'(z) = 1 and U"(z) = 0 if a subject is
risk neutral,
then the indifference curves of the final holdings of M and X satisfy the following properties (where subscriptsrepresent derivatives):
1. Xm< Ofor any m: 0 < m < 20;
2. xmm> 0 (Convex) if a subject is riskaverse
in negatives;
3. x4 < 0 (Concave) if a subject is risk seeking in negatives;
4. x' = -0.02 and x4m = 0 if a subject is risk
neutral.
PROOF:
The indifference curves are determined by
the following equation:
(Bi)

0.5U(m/100
-

20 + x

-

20) + 0.5U(m/100
40)=

C,

where 0 < m < 2000 and 0 < x are the money
M and the inventory X holdings, respectively,
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by the end of a period. Equation (B1 ) defines
an implicit function x = x(m, c) representing
an indifference curve. To determine the shape
of the indifference curves x' and x"m are to
be computed. By differentiatingboth sides by
m we get:
(B2)

0.01U'(m/100

-

+ X - 60)(x4

(B3)

x = -0.01

20) + U'(m/100
+ 0.01) = 0,

60).

-

Differentiating both sides of (B2) by m
implies:
(B4) 0.01U"(mI100

-

20)

+ l00U"(m/100 + x
X (X4

+

-

60)

-

60)x4mm

1)2

+ l00U'(m/100

+x

=0.
Substitutionof (B3) into (B4) gives:

(B5)

+ x-60)

Xm = (-10-4)/U'(mllOO
x [U"(m/100-20)
+ U"(ml 100 + x-60)
x { U' (m/100 - 20)
- U"(m/100+x-60)

}2].

By substituting into (B5) the properties of
the derivatives listed in the hypothesis of the
proposition, the first three conclusions of the
proposition follow immediately. One may also
notice that for all types of subjects
(B6)

U'(x = 40, m = 0)=
-0.01

?

From this the fourth conclusion of the proposition follows.
LEMMA B 1: Let A, S, and N denote the
numbersof risk-averse, risk-seeking,and riskneutral subjects, respectively. If there are only
risk-averse subjects in the experiment (S =
N = 0) then under the conditions on the preferences and identical initial endowments a
competitive equilibrium always exists at a
price strictly higher than 50.

0.0lU'(m/l00

-

20)IU'(x + m/100

-

DECEMBER 1997

PROOF:
Formally, a competitive equilibrium exists
in the system if and only if there is a price pe
at which total excess demand [D(p) =
Y2Qi(p), where Qi (p) is an individual excess
demand] has a value of 0, D(pe) = 0. For
every i, since all subjects are risk averse,
Qi(50) = 20 > 0 and Qi(+oo) < 0, and
D(50) > O and D(+oo) < 0.
The continuity of Qi (p) implies the continuity of D(p), which in turn implies that
there exists p * such that 50 < p * < +oo and
D(p*) = 0.
LEMMA B2: (S = 0) If there are no riskseeking subjects in the system then under the
conditions on the preferences and identical
initial endowments a competitive equilibrium
always exists. Equilibriumprice is higher than
50 if A > N and equal to 50 otherwise.
PROOF:
For the risk-neutralsubjects the excess demand function takes values in the interval
from -20 to +20 (Qi (50) = [ -20; 20 ]). For
the risk-averse subjects Qi (50) = 20. Thus at
price p = 50 the total excess demand correspondence is equal to the interval [dl; d2.]
That is D(50) = [di; d2], where d, = -20N +
20A and d2 = 20(A + N). If A > N then
0 <dl <d2 and the proposition is reduced to
the Lemma BI. If A ? N then di < 0
d24.
The lemma is proved, since at the price of 50
the total excess demand function has a value
of 0 (0 E D(50) = [dl; d2]).

-0.02 and

U'(x, m = 20) < -0.02.

PROPOSITION B2: Under the conditions on
preferences, identical initial endowments and
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even number of subjects, a competitive equilibrium always exists. Equilibrium price is
lower than or equal to 50 if S 2 A + N and
greater than or equal to 50 if S < A + N.
Moreover, if S > A + N then equilibrium
price is strictly lower than 50.
PROOF:
Notation:
, PL } - set points of discontiH = {PI,
nuity of D(p) (Pj < 50 for any j and L < S )
in increasing order. nj is the number of the
individuals whose demand is discontinuous at
pj r.
H We need to prove that there exist a p *
such that D(p * ) = 0.
Let us note that D(oo) < 0.
First, let us determine the total excess demand D(p) at p = 50. By definition D(p) =
XQi(p). For the risk-neutralsubjects Qi (50)
E [-20; 20]. For the risk-averse subjects
Qi (50) = 20. For the risk-seeking subjects
Qi (50) = -20. Repeating the similar argument in Lemma B2, at p = 50 D(50) = [dl;
d2] where d, = -20(N + S) + 20A, d2 =
-20S + 20(A + N).
If d2 > 0(S < A + N) then for the two
possible cases (d, < 0 < d2 and 0 < d, < d2)
the proof is similar to the proofs of the Lemmas B 1 and B2. The equilibrium price is
greater than or equal to 50.
If d2 = 0 (S = A + N), then 50, there exist
multiple equilibria. First, notice that 50 is an
equilibrium price.
Second, if the price is above 50 then supply
is always greater than demand. Therefore no
equilibria exist. On the other hand, if the price
falls a little below 50 then demandis still equal
to supply. This continues until all risk-seeking
people are willing to sell. Therefore there exists an interval [a; 50] of equilibrium prices,
where 0 < a < 50.
Finally, let us consider the case when d2 <
0; i.e., S > A + N.
The correspondence D(p) is strictly positive at the price equal to 0 (D(0) = 20(N +
S + A)), strictly negative at the price equal to
50 (D(50) = [di; d2] and d2 < 0) and has L
points of discontinuity at the interval [0; 50].
It will be shown that the set of the values of
D(p) on the above interval is a set of S + 1
consecutive integers from 40K, to 4OKL,
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where K, = (N + A + S)/2 (positive) and KL
= (A + N - S)/2 (negative).
Second, let us constructD(p) = XQi(p) for
p E [0, 50). For the risk-averse and riskneutral subjects Qi (p) = 20 if p E [0, 50).
Thus, the only subjects whose excess demand
functions have different values in the interval
are risk-seeking ones. For a risk-seeking subjectQi(p) = {20ifp <pj, -20ifp >pj, 20
or -20 if p = pi }, where pj E fl. This implies
that D(p) is constant in any open interval (pj;
pj +, ). One may notice that there are L + 1
such intervals, since there are L points of discontinuity. Let us denote D(p) = 40K; if p E
(pj -_; pj). At p = pj, nj of risk-seeking subjects are indifferent between +20 and -20.
Thus, the total excess demand of those nj subjects at the price p equal to pj is the set of
nj + l integers:{ 20nj,20nj- 40, ... , -20n; } .
Moreover, the total excess demandof the same
nj subjects is equal to 20nj if p is less than pj
and is equal to -20nj if p is greater than pj.
The total excess demand of everybody else is
constantnearpj. This implies thatD(pj - e) D(pj + e) = 40(Kj+l - Kj) = 20nj - (-20)
nj = 40nj. Thus all Kj can be determined by
induction. Formally:
If p t fl;p1_I,pj E fl,p E (p_I ;pj) then
D(p) = 40Kj,j = 1 L,
where Kj is defined as follows:
K, = (A + N + S)/2 [Positive integer,
since there is an even number of subjects]
Kj>t = Kj - njIf p e fl;p =pj, then
D(p) ={40Kj,
40(Kj- 1), ...,40Kj+, ).
Thus at the interval [0; 50) D(p) has the
following values:
40K,, 40(K -1), ...,4OKL, where K, = (A
= K, + N + S)/2 > 0 andKL= K, -n
S = (A + N - S)/2 < 0. This implies thatone
of the values is zero. The propositionis proved.
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